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Abstract 
For decades, France has been manufacturing and exporting solar thermal products, thus feeding most of the demand on its 
market, which experienced a strong growth between 2005 and 2012. In 2009, the SOCOL initiative was created in order to tackle 
identified weaknesses on the market : need for improvement on professional qualifications, lack of available technical 
information and specific guidance, importance of promoting and accompanying its development and innovations . With a now 
declining market, SOCOL has to meet an even greater purpose in leading the way to recovery. 
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1. What is SOCOL ? 
SOCOL stands for SOlar (thermal) and COLlective. Above all a collaborative platform within the solar thermal 
market, specifically regarding multi-family and commercial systems, SOCOL was born in 2009, from a joint 
initiative by the French agency for the environment and energy control (ADEME) and the French federation of solar 
energy professionals (ENERPLAN). At the time, the market was facing the challenge of meeting a steep growth, 
calling for a better structuring of the market, informing professionals and project-owners and improving 
qualifications. SOCOL was thus designed to function by various means: 
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x a community of professionals, project-owners and institutional members (now almost 1600 people) ; 
x a working group gathering over 50 solar thermal experts and producing practical tools and technical data ; 
x a website offering free access to specific information, software and guidelines for a successful project ; 
x an action plan to promote non-domestic solar thermal in France, both nationally and locally. 
2. What has been achieved since 2009? 
For the last six years, SOCOL working groups have created a series of tools and initiated market structuring actions, 
aiming at achieving durable and reliable installations: 
2.1. Technical sheets, schematic diagrams  and informative guidelines for a secure conception 
x the simple schematic diagrams provided since 2013 represent the safe reference for engineers conceiving non-
domestic solar thermal installations. Official recognition has been granted since 2014, as using one of the 6 
SOCOL basic diagrams is compulsory when asking for subsidies from the ADEME agency. 
x the technical sheet providing safe ratios for an adequate dimensioning (when an accurate measure of hot water 
consumption cannot be provided) is based on numerous data collected in France for various uses (housing, hotels, 
hospitality,…), and is now referred to as the secure option to avoid oversize installations. 
Fig. 1. the SOCOL ratios 
 
x informative and technical sheets are freely available on the SOCOL website to accompany project-owners and 
professionals : installation references, advice with imputing data in official Regulation calculation tools, contract 
templates and guidance on financing,… all to guarantee successful project management. 
2.2. Training for better qualified design engineers and installers 
SOCOL has developed two training repositories, aimed respectively at engineering offices and installers. 
Besides, a new qualification is being launched this year: "Qualisol Collectif" offers recognition to trained installers 
and provides project-owners with an easy means of identifying reliable installers. 
2.3. Specific software for a better understanding of the economic feasibility of a project 
The OUTISOL software is the first free tool designed for project-owners starting on a non-domestic solar thermal 
project, enabling a user-friendly, quick overview of a project and its cost-effectiveness over 20 years. 
2.4. Technical and educational meetings throughout France 
Since 2012, the SOCOL team and their partners have been organizing both national and local meetings, involving 
and informing engineers, installers, professional organizations, project-owners, monitoring and maintenance 
companies as well as regional institutions and utilities. 
 
Within the last five years, SOCOL has grown from an initiative to structure the market to a recognized 
collaborative platform providing useful tools, freely available via the SOCOL website. 
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3. What is being done for an efficient growth? 
3.1. Gathering expert partners 
A three-year action plan started in January 2015, involving experts from Costic, GrDF, INES, Qualit’EnR, Tecsol 
and Uniclima as well as major professional organizations and project-owner unions such as USH (Social Union for 
Housing) : together, these partners have been working of taking further the SOCOL action. 
3.2. Improving communication 
SOCOL members have increased from around 250 at the end of 2013 to over 1300 as at July 2015. Kept up to 
date with the monthly newsletter, they can access specific information on the intranet. The website was renewed in 
March 2015 to become more user-friendly and informative, and local meeting are planned in each French region to 
spread technical know-how and advise on training and qualifications. 
3.3. Restoring project-owners' confidence 
SOCOL teams meet with project-owners to reassure them on improvements achieved for safe conception and 
realization of installations,. SOCOL also assists ADEME agencies in the upgrading of malfunctioning installations. 
Free tools are provided to promote commissioning and ensure successful project management. 
3.4. Promoting solar thermal on new market segments 
By taking part in special events and disseminating information via its website, newsletters and meetings, SOCOL 
is actively promoting the development of solar thermal in all innovative segments such as heat for industrial process, 
solar district heating, ESCo financing systems, solar cooling… 
3.5. Gearing the market towards higher volume and lower costs 
With a renewed confidence of better informed project-owners and improved quality of installations with qualified 
professionals as well as the development of new segments, SOCOL is leading the way to a competitive non-
domestic solar thermal market, ultimately profitable without the need for any subsidies. 
4. The SOCOL initiative 
SOCOL operates within the framework of a market currently under strain. The sharp drop on the non-domestic 
solar thermal market in France can be explained mainly by a change in the regulation affecting new buildings: until 
2013, the previous regulation (known as BBC - low consumption buildings) had a positive impact as it requested the 
use of solar thermal systems in order to meet its requirements. The new RT2012 regulation being somewhat 
downgraded as far as the primary energy threshold is concerned, solar thermal is no longer an obligation for new 
building projects. The second main reason for the decreasing demand can be put down to the need to rebuild a better 
image for solar thermal: indeed, the rapid growth, stemming from a niche market in the early 2000's, happened 
between 2005 and 2013, increasing from under 10,000 square meters of solar thermal collectors installed per annum 
in 2004 to over 120,000 thousand square meters in 2013. Therefore, professionals had to cope with a new demand, 
implying that some of them started to get involved without always having properly trained. Hence some installations 
were not properly designed and / or installed, and even though the reasons of these faulty systems have now been 
clearly identified, some project-owners are reluctant to launch new projects. Their confidence needs to be restored. 
Finally, the drop in fossil energy prices over the last few months has impacted the return on investment. 
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Fig. 2. the French market 
Yet, the SOCOL action can rely on some market strength: 
x A mature, innovative market: French technology has been exporting worldwide since the 70’s and can boast 
steady, ongoing investments in R&D  
x Supporting public incentive system via the « Heat Fund » (Fonds Chaleur) : although mainly in the framework of 
housing improvement (council housing) it is extended to all project-owners and has been offering a specific 
scheme for large installations (> 300m²) and solar district heating since 2015 
x A three year action plan (2015-2017) via SOCOL, led by Enerplan in partnership with major solar thermal 
experts 
4.1. The SOCOL action plan 
The actions are being taken on three levels:  
x Technical action : a workgroup involving professional experts focuses on the creation and development of 
specific tools    
x Communication: to share information and access to SOCOL action and tools and promote the development of 
multi-family and commercial solar thermal systems  
x Local action consists of a field action in all French regions to improve knowledge on trainings and qualifications, 
enhance quality and encourage project-owners to launch ST projects  
 
Through these means, SOCOL aims at increasing reliability and restoring confidence on the market. 
4.2. The SOCOL guidelines for cost-effective, long-lasting systems 
SOCOL experts have studied both the requirements of successful installations and the reasons for faulty systems 
and developed a series of tools and guidance sheets on good practice, building on: 
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x Simplicity = reliability  
x Fluidity = transmission of information 
x Monitoring = durability  
 
Simplicity is achieved at engineering level by using standard SOCOL schematic diagrams, designed to be 
representative of current systems and easy to use. The SOCOL diagrams now represent a reference on the French 
market. The SOCOL toolbox also includes user-friendly technical sheets and leaflets, including a reference sheet 
advising on safe ratios for an adequate dimensioning of the system and a commissioning user-manual. 
Transmission of information is important both at project-building stage ( to clearly define needs, targets, and 
constraints ) when a project team needs to be built, and throughout the project between the various part-takers : 
project-owner, professionals (engineer, installer,  maintenance company), at external level as well as within the 
project-owner internal team. 
Once the installation is fully operative, monitoring must start in order to reduce maintenance costs. The 
monitoring level needs to be adapted according to the size of the system and the project-owner needs. Monitoring 
also helps to provide maintenance services with the relevant information and achieve a commitment to performance. 
4.3. The SOCOL website: free online access to tools and information 
The website provides an online helpdesk offering a wide range of tools: technical sheets, data sheets, contract 
templates for monitoring and maintenance, software (for economical and technical analysis), information on project 
financing, regional news...  
Any professional or project-owner can access the website to download useful material at all project stages, from 
the moment the project is initiated (pre-programming, programming), through the installation process (engineering, 
installation and initial run of the system), and during the useful life of the system in the long run (monitoring, 
maintenance). The commissioning guide provides a framework to help connecting the project’s actors together with 
technical checklists and operational sheets.  
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